
Profiles 

Key Stage 3 & 4 

40 minute exhibition activity  
 

Learning Objectives 

 To study the Leonardo drawings which focus on human form 
and draw from ‘A portrait of a woman in profile’. 

 To develop drawings and portraits using profile views 

 To work successfully with a partner 
 

Success Criteria 

 A sketch of the Leonardo drawing 

 Observational sketch of partner 

 Understanding of the word profile 

 Development in the use of line 

 A profile drawing/sketch from life 
 

Quick Starter/Intro  

 Ask them to work out how long ago Leonardo was born and 
died. 

 How many drawings are in the exhibition? 

 What’s the largest? 

 What’s the smallest? 

Materials Needed  

 Copy of Leonardo da Vinci’s drawing A young woman in profile
(on final page). 

 Paper or sketchbooks, grade B pencils, rulers, clipboards. (Or 
see the activity about sketchbooks and zines and take the 
hand made book to the gallery). 

 

Curriculum Links  

Art and Design, Biology, Maths, History, Geography. 
 

Possible Follow Up/Extension Work 

Their profile drawings can be developed into larger scale work,             
using chalk/charcoal, pen and ink and graphite sticks.  They can        
also be imported into an i-pad drawing app for further development.    

Weblinks  

https://www.rct.uk/collection/912505/a-portrait-of-a-woman-in-profile 

 

 



Teacher Guidelines 

Your learners have a focus for this visit, which is portraiture, but they should spend time looking at all of the drawings. This is a unique              
opportunity for them. 

Then, ask the group: 

 Which drawings are about the human body? 

 Which drawing are about actual people? 

 Which drawing would we call a portrait? 

 Go to the drawing ‘A portrait of a woman in profile c.1485-90’ and ask these questions: 

 What is a portrait called when it is drawn from the side? 

 What materials has Leonardo used here?  

 Why would we call this a sketch? 

 What other portrait (painting) is Leonardo most famous for? 

How old do you think this person is? What sort of expression is on her face? Who might she be? What do her clothes tell us about her? 
What shall we call her? Why? 

What geometrical shapes can you see? Encourage them to explore their reproduction of the portrait by sketching the shapes that they see 
over the reproduction. 

Ask them to find a quiet spot and sketch out the drawing, in the box next to the reproduction. Use the guidelines on the copy to help. Encour-
age them to use soft lines.  A sharp grade B pencil would be ideal. 

Then ask them to work with a partner and do a sketch of their partner in profile, then ask the pair to reverse and the other learner draws from 
observation. You will have done some previous preparation about portrait drawing and proportion. 

If there are any children uncomfortable with having their profile drawn, then supply some images of profile photographs. 



1. Look carefully at 

the shapes in the 

profile portrait. 

Look carefully at 

the guidelines. 

Use these to help 

you to construct a 

drawing of the 

profile. 

2. Ask your partner 

to sit still and use 

similar guidelines 

on an A4 sheet or 

your sketchbook 

to draw their                 

profile portrait. 

Swap over so you 

both have time to 

draw. 
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